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ABSTRACT
This research innovative project aimed to analyses in satisfaction process and also
validity in the invention of testing equipment and software for physical fitness evaluation and
sports talent identification of Thai children and adolescents. The project intended for many
academics involvement to assure the methodology and also end-user involvement to confirm the
convenience about testing in school levels such as the user friendly and practical setup. The
evaluation of physical fitness testing was automatically reported by the new software.
The innovative project ran through 5 invented testing station equipments, including
counter-movement vertical jump for muscular power, adjustable 3 minutes YMCA step test to
measure cardiovascular system, eye and hand coordination by reaction time, new sensor counter
technique in 30-second sit up for muscular endurance and 4x10 meters shuttle run for agility
movement. These testing tools are the portable equipments and combination with medical
standard testing items such as body height and weight, etc.
Testing Research Center for Sports Material and Equipment (TRECS), Faculty of
Sports Science, Chulalongkorn University took part in marketing and satisfaction process. The
innovative research was conducted on experts and specialists by means of the experts and the
specialists were asked to answer the provided questionnaires and interviewed in the focused
group. The answers of the questionnaires were used to find index of congruence, while the
focused group provided a confirmation of the results of the questionnaires and suggestions. In
addition, the inventions of 5 testing station equipments were compared with gold standard method
via TRECS.
The result showed that there were high and very high levels with index of
congruence in marketing and satisfaction process and also high correlation of validity result in the
invention of 5 testing station equipments. This result indicated that the equipments were accepted
for physical fitness testing and evaluation in Thai children and adolescents. Moreover, the experts
and specialists suggested that these testing equipments should be made up and developed more
durability and stronger for commercial product, including the stability of the new software for
physical fitness evaluation and sports talent identification.
In conclusion, this innovative project is an international innovation in the invention
of testing equipments and software for sports talent identification of Thai children and adolescents
and physical fitness (health and physical performance) evaluation of Thai children, adolescents
and adult for the first version in pioneer population. However, the whole process should be
updated every 3-5 years in future which can be used as the testing in school levels again for better
improvement.

